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Private Capital Investment

Why the 4 to 5 Year “ideal” investment period ?
• Clients that are considering some form of external equity capital (for example venture capital, private equity, family
office or sovereign wealth fund) often are confused by the discussion of ideal exit period being between 4 and 5
years
• On the following page we provide a general map on the ‘phases” of a typical private capital investment that we have
observed over 15 years of operation, and identify a key analysis point being in the 18 month to 24 month period
• This period is critical on the optimal deal cycle because it allows sufficient time for capital to be introduced and the
impact of that capital to be observed, but also factors in additional time for sustainable growth and performance
enhancement before the thinking about exit strategy enters discussion
• We also note that all private capital approaches the investment task on a portfolio basis. This “insurance in multiple
investments” also means that investee companies that struggle to gain traction in the 24 month to 36 month period can often
be managed in different ways (by the investor) than those that are going to deliver a big potential payoff
• We highlight this possibility to clients that are seeking capital to ensure they factor in this risk, and structure deals accordingly to
provide flexibility and “options” to protect themselves

• Above all other factors private capital that is pursuing “expansion opportunities” will be very focused on that 18 to
24 month period – and so any business plan needs to be able to, with deep strategic and operational understanding
(including of the ever moving market landscape), discuss how capital injected will translate into sensible areas of
growth that will deliver Returns on Investment that meet private capital thresholds
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Private Capital Investment

Decomposing an optimal investment lifecycle
Operational review in
particular around cost
base
Business plan setting
Capital injection
Reporting analysis &
optimisation
Recruitment of talent

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The positive impact of
capital is observable
Assessment of
effectiveness of overall
plan vs moving market
Commencement of
assessing acquisition or
organic expansion
opportunities

•
•
•
•

The positive impact of capital is clear
with positive KPI impact across
various metrics
Potential for additional capital
injection or debt financing to fuel
further growth
Market expansion, product expansion
Focus on performance metrics which
will lead into Exit

Ideally positioning for
exit in Years 4 & 5
Timing can be impacted
by Market Health
(Industry, Economy &
Capital Markets)
KPIs performing
positively and positive
business landscape for
coming 24 months
desired factors

•
•

•

2
1

Initial 12 months

3

12 to 24 months

24 to 36 months

Growth Momentum & Potential Acquisitions

Investment & Settling Period
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When private capital is assessing a
business this is really the most critical
time period they are considering – what
will be the growth generated by capital at
or around the 18 month mark

48 to 60 months

Run Up For Exit / Exit

A failure to deliver impact in Phase 1
makes it difficult to exit in Phase 3

Visible Positive Impact From Capital

1

36 to 48 months

2

Given the portfolio approach of Private
Capital Firms (not every deal is a winner),
investments that are performing well in
(1) are focused upon and worked hard
across the period (2) window
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There are no fixed rules on Exit Timing, and a
move to exit is often opportunistic and based on
market conditions that change suddenly.
Shareholder Agreements will generally, however,
have some form of “liquidation trigger” right
given to Private Capital at a pre agreed time
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION: This presentation (‘Presentation’) has been drafted by LCC Asia Pacific Pty Limited and/or its affiliates (together, “LCC®”) for the exclusive use of the party to whom LCC delivers this presentation (the “Recipient”) using
information provided from a variety of sources, including publicly available information and potentially information from the Recipient. You acknowledge and agree LCC has not independently verified the information contained in this Presentation, nor does
LCC make any representation or warranty, either express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this Presentation. This Presentation should not be regarded by the Recipient as a substitute for the exercise
of its own judgment, and the Recipient is expected to rely on its own due diligence, including separate legal, tax and accounting, if it wishes to proceed further in relation to any transaction concept outlined in this Presentation.
The indicative valuations, forecasts, estimates, opinions and projections contained in this Presentation involve elements of subjective judgment and analysis. They are based on facts and data that are often subject to rapid change. Any opinions
expressed in this material are subject to change without notice. This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements, included those reported by various Companies. LCC undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements for
events or circumstances that occur subsequent to such dates or to update or keep current any of the information contained in this Presentation. Any estimates or projections as to events that occur in the future (including projections of revenue, expense,
net income and stock performance) are based upon the best judgment of LCC from the information provided by the Recipient and other publicly available as of the date of this presentation. Any statements, estimates or projections as to LCC’s fees or
other pricing are accurate only as at the date of this presentation. There is no guarantee that any of these estimates or projections will be achieved. Actual results will vary from the projections and such variations may be material.
Nothing contained in this Presentation is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or presentation as to the past or the future. LCC, its affiliates, directors, employees and/or agents expressly disclaim any and all liability relating or resulting from inaccurate or
incomplete information and the use or reliance of all or any part of this Presentation or any of the information contained within this Presentation.
By accepting this Presentation, the Recipient acknowledges and agrees that LCC will at all times act as an independent contractor on an arm’s-length basis and will not act in any other capacity, including in a fiduciary capacity, with respect to the
Recipient. LCC may provide services to any member of the same group as the Recipient or any other entity or person (a “Third Party”), engage in any transaction (on its own account or otherwise) with respect to the Recipient or a Third Party, or act in
relation to any matter for itself or any Third Party, notwithstanding that such services, transactions or actions may be adverse to the Recipient or any member of its group, and LCC may retain for its own benefit any related remuneration or profit.
This Presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not to be constructed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The Recipient should not construe the contents of this
presentation as legal, tax, accounting or investment advice or a recommendation. The Recipient should consult its own counsel, tax and financial advisors as to legal and related matters concerning any transaction described in this Presentation. This
Presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that the Recipient may require. No investment, divestment or other financial decisions or actions should be based solely on the information in this Presentation.
This presentation has been prepared on a confidential basis solely for the use and benefit of the Recipient. Distribution of this presentation to any person other than the Recipient and those persons retained to advice the Recipient, who agree to maintain
the confidentiality of this material and be bound by the limitations outlined herein, is not authorized by LCC. LCC specifically prohibits the redistribution or reproduction of this material in whole or in part without the written permission of LCC and LCC
accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
LCC holds a series of registered trademarks in the United States of America and Australia to protect its intellectual property. Examples of regional engagements detailed in this Work Book are typically advisory or consulting in style, or involve an
Australian company that is either seeking to expand into a market or has assets within that market. Today LCC is a licensed wholesale securities dealer in Australia only
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